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Abstract - Polymer concretes containing recycled concrete components and non-saturated polymer resins fabricated from 
recycled plastics waist are new energy-saving high-strength structural materials. The incorporation of polymer waists in 
concrete is a good solution to the preservation of environment and storage of natural resources. Yet, being almost 
indestructible under natural conditions, they can cause serious troubles such as soil, air and water pollution if not properly 
recycled and deposited. The present work focuses on the study of recycled polymer concrete (pursuant to the European 
Directive for Nearly Zero Energy Buildings (NZEBs)) and more specifically – on the determination of the Energy Release 
Rate (ERR) in a cracked bi-material structural element, fabricated from recycled polymer and concrete. Stress and strain 
distribution in a specific structural element is studied analytically using the Energy Approach (G-approach) of the Fracture 
Mechanics, and employing the J-integral techniques and the ANSYS code. Different ERR values are calculated for different 
initial cracks and external loads. Critical crack dimensions and displacements are also found applying subsequent critical 
loads. The results of the two methods are compared, analysed and discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Polymer concretes containing recycled concrete 
components and non-saturated polymer resins from 
recycled plastic waists are new energy-sparing high-
strength structural materials [1-5]. The Directive 
2010/31/EU of the EP and the EC encourages the 
improvement of the energy performance of new and 
old buildings and parts of them within the EU [6]. 
The incorporation of polymer waists in concrete is a 
good solution to environment preservation and 
storage of natural resources [7].  
In addition to the above arguments, the new 
tendencies of the design and development of 
engineering building structures illustrate that small 
crack and delamination occurrence in different 
composite structures may result in serious damage 
and violation of material strength [8-16]. 
Stress intensity factor (SIF) and energy release rate 
(ERR) may be found using the methods of fracture 
mechanics. Those characteristics are often employed 
to specify stress and strain fields in the vicinity of a 
crack in a certain structural element. Thus, material 
fracture may be predicted and remaining life may be 
assessed applying an external load. SIF and ERR can 
be used to solve linear and plasticity problems.  
They are in relation with crack size and location, bi-
material element geometry and dimensions and 
loading type. The relation between SIF, ERR of 
strains IG and crack growth was introduced by 
Griffith. Consider a certain material. Then, it is very 
important to know the ERR value for a specific initial 
crack and applied external loading over which the 
structural element would lose its carrying capacity. 
A factor that would aid the determination of the 
maximal allowable loading is the critical stress 
intensity factor known as fracture toughness, ICK . 

Thus, one can also find the critical value of ERR, 
following Griffith’s theory. 
The experimental evidence for such type of polymer 
concretes containing recycled concrete components 
[2], is scarce, while finding respective data for ICK  
is almost impossible. Moreover, there are almost no 
analytical and numerical studies treating SIF and 
ERR of recycled concretes. As for conventional 
materials, the methods of their determination are 
numerical [1,3,17]- BEM, FEM, boundary 
collocation method etc., and analytical- full field 
solutions, superposition, energetic approach, (related 
to Griffith’s work) etc. 
The present work treats recycled polymer concrete, in 
conformity with the European Directive for Nearly 
Zero Energy Buildings (NZEBs). More specifically, 
Energy Release Rate (ERR) of a cracked bi-material 
structural element from recycled polymer and 
concrete is found. Stress and strain distribution is 
studied analytically using the energy approach (the 
G-approach) popular in fracture mechanic. The 
problem is also treated numerically, employing J-
integral technique and the ANSYS code. Different 
ERR values are calculated for different initial cracks 
and applied external loads. 

 
II. MATERIAL, GEOMETRY 
CHARACTERISTICS AND LOADING OF A 
CRACKED BI-MATERIAL ELEMENT 

 
The element is modelled as a rectangular plate with 
unit thickness, length l and width h , Fig.1а.  The 
plate is fabricated from a concrete composite 
containing recycled coarse concrete aggregate 
(RCAC) whose characteristics are given in [2] and in  
Table 1.  
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The plate is assumed to contain a single edge crack 
with initial length 0a , and it undergoes bilateral 
external tension. 

 

 
Fig.1.  Model of a single edge cracked plate from concrete with 

recycled coarse aggregate (RCAC)  
 

Table 1: Assumed external loading, geometry and 
material properties of the structure 

 
 
III. METHODS AND VERIFICATION 

 
3.1. Numerical determination of SIF and ERR  
The values of SIF and ERR in problems of crack 
propagation (pure MODE I), are found performing a 
linear-elastic analysis of fracture and using the FEM 
(ANSYS code). 
Consider an element fabricated from a composite 
material, containing a crack with initial length 

ma 25.00   and undergoing tension expressed by 
MPaext 94.0 . Then, the values of SIF and ERR 

are numerically found using the ANSYS code, i.e. 
][28.1 2/1MPaK FEM

IC   and

]/[70.53 mNGG f
FEM
IC  . Agreement with the 

experimental evidence of [2] is found, performing a 

numerical analysis and considering specific values of  
0a  and ext . Thus, the numerical method is verified.  

 
3.2. Analytical determination of SIF and ERR 
The stress intensity factor at the crack tip can be 
analytically found via formula (1), when 1)/( bh , 

6.0)/( ba : 
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where ),( 0 haf  is a non-dimensional factor 
depending on the element geometry and crack length. 

The relation between SIF and ERR during 
crack growth, introduced by Griffith, is: 
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 Consider an element fabricated from a 
composite material, containing a crack with initial 
length ma 25.00  and subjected to tension 
equivalent to MPaext 94.0 . Then, SIF and 
ERR are found analytically in accordance with the 
linear mechanics of fracture of composite materials. 
Their values are ][25.1 2/1MPaK AM

IC   and 

]/[73.53 mNGG f
AM
IC   

 
3.3. Result verification 
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 The results show very good agreement 
between the two methods (error %5 ). Hence, we 
shall use a numerical method in what follows, since it 
would produce a plausible pattern of stress and strain 
redistribution, as well as ERR distribution, in the 
crack vicinity. 

 
IV. J-INTEGRAL TECHNIQUE 

 
As known from fracture mechanics, the stress 
intensity factor (SIF) and energy release rate (ERR) 
can be used in linear problems of material 
deformation, as well as in special cases of crack-
containing elements fabricated from an elasto-plastic 
material, with plasticity localized at the crack tip. The 
term J-integral was introduced by J. R. Rice with a 
task to study strain concentration at the tip of a crack 
in a non-linear material. Considering a purely elastic 
material, as in our case, the J-integral is equivalent to 
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ERR. Hence, a critical value exists - crJJ 

(material constant), similar to crG . Then, we have  
 

(5) 
E
KGJ I




2

, 

where EE   in plane stress and  21 


EE  in 

plane strain [16].   
 We develop here a numerical model in plane 
stress., with GJ   measured in mN /  or mMPa. . 
Using the energy approach (the J-integral method) we 
study crack growth and energy, stress and strain 
distribution. 
 
4.1. Criterion of initial crack growth 
Conditions of damage occurrence or initial crack 
growth, the latter being our case, is SIF becoming 
equal to or exceeding material strength ICK , or ERR 
becoming equal to or exceeding a critical value, i.e. 
fracture energy fcrIC GGG  . 
When IG  attains value fG , the crack becomes 
unstable, rapidly grows and further total fracture of 
the structural element cannot be avoided.  
When the value of IG  is smaller than the critical one, 
the crack is stable and extra work is needed to 
increase SIF or the external loading ext . Crack 
length cra corresponding to the critical values of SIF 
and ERR is called critical length of an initial crack. 
Until attaining a critical length, a crack gradually 
grows with the increase of loading. Afterwards, it 
grows very rapidly – practically instantaneously, i.e. 
no stable crack with length larger than the critical one 
can exist. 
 
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
 

Fig. 2 formally shows the four PATHs of 
integration, performed in order to find the JINT 
values by using the ANSYS code, Table 2. 

 
Fig.2.  Four PATHs around the crack tip 

 
Table 2 gives the averaged  JINT values for three 
different lengths of the initial crack and respective 
external loads.  
The Fig. 3 shows the  JINT value 

  ]/[4.52.1024,5 5 mNmMPaJ    for a specified 
PATH - P4. The results are found using the ANSYS 
code and valid for a crack with initial length 

ma 025.00   and loading equivalent to 
MPaext 94.0 . 

 
Table 2: J-integral values along four PATHs for 

three different initial crack lengths 

 
 

 
Fig.3. J-integral value for a chosen PATH found using the 

ANSYS code 
 

Fig. 4 shows ERR vs. the length of the initial crack 
applying different external loads. The horizontal line 
maps the critical value of the ERR        (

]/[60.47 mNGG ICcr  ) [2], i.e. material resistance 
to fracture. 
When lines corresponding to loads cross the 
horizontal line at different points (i.e. the fracture 
criterion holds- crIC GG  ), the coordinates of those 
points can be used to find the values of the critical 
loads and the corresponding critical crack lengths. 

1P

2P

3P
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Fig.4. Energy release rate vs. the initial crack length for 

applying different external loads  
 

Obviously, the critical length of the initial crack 
sharply drops with loading increase. ERR quickly 
attains its critical value, the crack becomes unstable 
and hence, the stability of the entire structural 
element is lost.  
In addition, Table 3 specifies the vales of the crack 
tip opening displacements ( CTOD ), Fig. 2, for three 
different lengths of the initial crack 0a and respective 
loads.  
 
The CTOD can be easily calculated via the J-integral 
method by employing a FEM technique of the 
ANSYS code [17].  
The CTOD value is of extreme importance for the 
assessment of the structural element stability. 

 
Table 3: Crack Tip Opening Displacements for 

three different initial crack lengths 

 
 
Fig. 5 shows displacements at each point of the 
element under consideration, assuming different 
lengths of the initial crack and different loads.  At 
first, a very short initial crack is considered- 

ma 025,00  , thus simulating a monolithic structural 
element, i.e. an element without an initial crack.    
 
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show plots of the respective stress 
and strain redistribution at the crack tip for assumed 
values of initial loads and initial crack lengths. 
 

 

 

 
Fig.5. Displacements for different crack lengths and external 

loads 
 

 
Fig.6. Von Mises stresses for  different crack lengths and 

external loads  
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Fig.7. Stains for different crack lengths and external loads  

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Using the methods of the linear elastic fracture 
mechanics  (LEFM) we found the values of the stress 
intensity factor (SIF) and the energy release rate 
(ERR) at the crack tip, as well as the stress and strain 
distribution in the vicinity of a crack in a structural 
element. The element was fabricated from polymer 
concrete containing components of recycled concrete 
and non-saturated polymer resins extracted from 
recycled plastics waists. 
Using analytical and numerical methods, we found 
strain and stress fields in the vicinity of cracks with 
different initial lengths. Thus, material cracked state 
and remaining life were assessed under respective 
external loads. 
Employing the energy approach (the (J-integral 
method, we followed crack growth, and found the 
distribution of energy, stresses, and strains in 
structural element fabricated from recycled material.  
Such materials are new and in conformity with 
Directive 2010/31/EU of the EP and the EC 

encouraging the improvement of the energy 
performance of new and old buildings. 
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